Auxiliary Schedule AA2
Subdivision under an individual philosopher
• In Western philosophy the preferred arrangement is to locate works about a given philosopher
under the appropriate period & place in AD. It may then be necessary to qualify the philosopher
by preceding facets in AB/AC, e.g. Nietzsche — Existential elements in. Works by a philosopher
go under the subject in the usual way, wherever it is located, e.g. Plato’s Timaeus goes under
Cosmogony (see Introduction, section 7.53 and section 12.32).
• An alternative is provided at AE where the philosopher is treated as the primary facet, in which
case most or all the concepts below may be needed when qualifying.
• In Eastern philosophy, the preferred arrangement is to locate works about a given philosopher
under the appropriate place & religion or period in AIJ/AJW. It may then be necessary to qualify
the philosopher by preceding facets in AIA/AIH, e.g. Buddhist Vijnanavada School — Maitreya
— Idealism in. Works by a philosopher on a specific topic go under topic in the usual way; but
this rarely occurs in practice, since the subject is usually sufficiently diffuse to warrant locating
under the writer. So most or all of the concepts below may be needed to qualify a philosopher.
• To qualify an individual philosopher, proceed as follows (remembering that some concepts should
be used only if following a particular alternative as noted above).
• Add to – (where hyphen represents the philosopher’s classmark) the numbers & letters below:

-2 Common subdivisions
* Add to -2 numbers 2/6 following AA so far
as applicable.

-8

* Add to -8 numbers 2/3FL and
3G/9K from Auxiliary Schedule 1,
e.g. -82H Pictorial matter;
-83A Encyclopedias; -9 Biography.
-8M Critical studies
* Add to -8 letters M/W following
3F in Auxiliary Schedule 1,
e.g. 8R Commentaries; 8S Exegesis
-8X
Sources
-A
By subject of authors’ work
* Add to - letters A/K following A
in AA/AK as applicable.

Works of the philosopher
-3
-35
-37
-38
-39
-4
-5

Works about the philosopher
By form of material

Collected works
Original texts in vernacular
With commentaries
Selections, partial collections
Readings, chrestomathies
Quotations
In translation
In preferred language
In other languages
* Add letters C/Y from Auxiliary
Schedule 3.

-6

Individual works
* Each work must be individualized, in case
further qualification of it is necessary by
this schedule.
* Assign the numbers -61/-69 for the major
works & -6A/-6Z for the rest using the
first two letters of the title.
* Alternatively, use -6A/6Z for all titles.
-7
Spurious & apocryphal works
-72
Collected works
-7A/Z
Individual titles
* A/Z by name.

Example:
ADEJ
Plato
J3
Collected works in Greek
J4
Collected works in English
J5X
Collected works in German

Individual works
J6P H
Phaedo
J6P H5X
In German translation

Spurious works
J7A L

Alcibiades

Works about
J8M

Critical studies

By subject
JCG

39

Rationalism in Plato

40

